Introduction
At present, many researchers have already studied the fault diagnosis of transformer (or power system) by related techniques [1] . Bayesian network with the theoretical basis of strict is a kind of model used to represent (or reasoning) some uncertainty knowledge [2] . An expert system can solve some difficult problems by using some knowledge of experts and reasoning processes [3] . Transformer fault diagnosis generally can identify some fault components by measuring and analyzing some change information in relation to the gas content in transformer oil and electrical index in transformer upon a fault [4, 5] .
This paper first introduces Bayesian network and rules of the expert system shell Pro/3, and then discusses the function improvement of Bayesian network rules in the Pro/3. On this basis, a transformer component fault diagnosis model based on the part rules of corporate standards of State Grid (Q/GDW 169-2008) « Guide for Condition Evaluation of Oil-immersed Power Transformers(Reactors) » is given with relavant reasoning (computing) and analysis done. The paper also shows the improved part function codes.
Brief Introduction to Bayesian Network and Rules in the Pro/3

Bayesian Network and Diagnosis Inference of the Bayesian Network
Bayesian network is a causal probabilistic network. It is essentially a concise representation of the joint probability distribution of between some variables. As to a set of variables such as
... )
n P x x x , then the joint probability density may be describ-ed as follows:
Namely, the joint probability distribution can be broken down into conditional probability. In the Bayesian network, calculation of a child node conditional probability from a parent node is called as the causal reasoning. On the contrary, calculation of a parent node conditional probability from a child node, namely inferencing some causes from some results, is called as the diagnosis reasoning. Some prior probabilities of conditional probability can be obtained from a large amount of historical data through statistical analysis, but also is given (or hypothesised) from some knowledges or experience of the field experts.
Bayesian Network Rules in the Pro/3
Pro/3 includes some inexact reasoning rules with certainty factors and probabilities such as Bayesian network rule and fuzzy sets [6] . In the Pro/3, the call result of Bayesian network rules are considered as two kinds of values: probability and certainty factors. A Bayesian network rules return the certainty factor (or probability) by applying assumptions (built in to the rule) of dependent probabilities on the certainty factors (or probabilities) returned by one or more called rules (which return probabilities (or certainty factors)) [7] .
Increment and Decrement Factor of the Bayesian Network Rules in the Pro/3
As to each so-called rule, Bayesian network specifies an increment factor (INC) and a decrement factor (DEC). These factors define the significance of the dependency between the propositions represented by the called and the calling rule, namely, the degree of increase in belief (or disbelief) in a proposition d when another proposition s is specified by a INC (and DEC) [7] . The application of the factors depend on the prior probability (PP, specified when a certainty rule is defined or stated prior to the rule evaluation) and evaluated probability (P, a post-evidence probability given by a user during expert system running) of the called rule: when P>PP, the INC has effect; when P<PP, the DEC has effect; when P=PP, the factors shall have no effect. The increment and decrement factors are either explicitly specified in the Bayesian rules, or they are specified indirectly by a call to another rule [7] .Bayesian network rule evaluation always begins from a root rule, but its subrules must be firstly evaluated before evaluation of each rule.
Improvement of the Bayesian Network Rule Function in the Pro/3
When some Bayesian network rules are evaluated in the original Pro/3, all same rules (or propositions) need (many times) to provide the same evidence (probability or certainty factor). Namely, the Pro/3 does not record the same rule (or proposition) evidence that has ever provided when Bayesian network rules of the original Pro/3 are evaluated. The same rule (or proposition) evidence provided repeatedly (open a same question window) not only affects the efficiency of reasoning but also loses the system simplicity. See Fig.1 , the C 1 and C 2 correspond to the causes of fault, the X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 and X 5 correspond to the symptoms of fault. C 1 and C 2 have the same rule evidence corresponding to X 1 , X 2 . 
Basic Idea of the Improvement
When evaluating (diagnostic reasoning) a Bayesian network rule such as C 1 in Fig.1 , the Pro/3 asks some evidences (evaluated probability or certainty factor) of rule X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 and X 4 , and saves them to some data files. The data files include 1) rulename.txt: recording the rules name (some sentences); 2) rule evidence.txt: recording the rules name and their evidences. When the rule C 2 is evaluated, the Pro/3 compares some rules to be asked with the content of rulename.txt. If the same rules such as X 1 or X 2 exist, Pro/3 will not open a window required to provide evidence to avoid repetition, but reads the rules name (belonging to the rule C 1 or other) and their evidences from ruleevidence.txt and then writes them to a prolog list in order to match the same rule name such as X 1 or X 2 , and get the corresponding evidences. The improvement was carried out in ir.pro file and taskWindow.pro. Another improvement is that sx:: fixFormatR (Prior, 2,0, SPrior) which is changed to sx:: fixFormatR (Prior, 3,0, SPrior) in the inexgui.pro in order to display a correct value in the prior probability field (as Fig.5 shows, before changed, the value is 0.00 ) which belongs to definition of Bayesian and Question rule in the Pro/3. A basic flow of the improvement is shown in Fig. 2. 
Application Research Based on the Improved Bayesian Network Rules
The application research is aiming at transforming the overheating fault diagnosis. The knowledge base in respect of fault diagnosis rules can be created by Literature [8] . Part of the rules (described by some English sentences) are shown in Table 1 . They are some inexact rules in Pro/3. There are two Bayesian network rules called four or three question rules respectively (corresponding to Fig.1 ). Table 2 respectively corresponds to the first and the second row data in Fig.   3 . Fig. 4 is a sentence rule graph of calling to the Bayesian network rules. Fig. 5 gives the defined graph of the rule "structure or magnetic shield short circuit" ( 1 d ). Diagnostic reasoning is based on following conditional probability computing. According to Formula (1) 
Analysis and Discussion
As to the computational complexity, as shown in Fig.1 , before the improvement: C 1 node calls child nodes (rules) for four times, C 2 calls child nodes for three times, they share two rules (nodes). Upon improvement, the calling number of C 1 is subject to no change, but C 2 calls only one rule. In general, if node C 1 ,...,C k ,..., C n exist, and then each or more nodes in the C k (1 < k < n) may share one or more child nodes, and C k (1 < k < n) can also have many parent nodes; so the computational complexity of the function depends on the number of nodes (rules) and calling relationship between rules. When the total of child nodes is large and relationship of rules is complex, the computational complexity is high, the improvement can reduce the computational complexity; in this sense, it should be significant.
When number of the analysed nodes is small, the need for storage space is less and the computational efficiency is almost not effected; but when the number is large, dozens of or even more, layered, classification and simplicity of designed rules should be considered. As to the transformer fault diagnosis, dozens of analyzed nodes and even more should be considered commonly, but sometimes, a dozen nodes can give the basic diagnosis, which depends on the accuracy of the rule knowledge. As to the transformer, multi-level nodes of bayesian network rule should be built. After some fault probabilities of components in a transformer are calculated, the fault probability of the transformer should be given. Table 1 corresponds to the part rules of the transformer overheating fault （ or defect ） cause analysis. The first column values in Table 2 is corresponding to the prior probabilities of the events described by the first column (via Column 5) in Table 1 , and the prior probabilities are some experience values. The second column values in Table 2 are given according to site situation during system evaluation. The values of INC and DEC use for reference to literature [7] .
Fault diagnosis rule description (proposition) 
Conclusion
By analyzing the operating mechanism of the Bayesian network rule in the Pro/3,the application research work has improved the Bayesian network rule function. This improvement makes it possible, as to some same rules, to ask the same evidence such as an evaluated probability or a certainty factor only once, which can avoid repetitive inquiry, adding simplicity and improving Pro/3 system performance. Based on this improvement, this work has also created the transformer component fault diagnosis knowledge base model such that using the model has implemented an expert system prototype system. The basic application shows effectiveness of the improvement. It also shows that the diagnostic reasoning has some auxiliary analysis functions for determining the possibility of transformer components fault under given some prior probabilities and evaluated probabilities (according to some actual situations). The modeling approach created by the Pro/3 can be also applied to a diagnosis or an analysis of other equipment. The key to transformer fault diagnosis in the Pro/3 is to create a precise knowledge base including relevant prior probability, which will be further studied in the future. Exploring the combination application of an expert system and Bayesian network has certain practical significance for establishing some assistance decision support systems.
